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mathematical, and physical sciences; (4) geological sciences;and (5) biological sciences. Its obvious models are in part
the Royal Society of London for Improving Natural Knowledge
and in part the British and French academies. To these influfrom the two major traditions of its historical background ithas added a peculiarly Canadian emphasis on geology ....,

More active, perhaps, are the Canadian Historical
Association, the Canadian Political Science Association, the
Canadian Geographical Society, the Canadian Institute of Inte:national Affairs, and comparable scientific and academic
associations, the appearance and far-ranging activity of whic:have been striking features of Canadian intellectual liteduring the past few decades.

UNIVERSITIES AND THE STATE

The responsibility for education in Canada rests bystatute with the provincial governments. Since the war, howeieffective co-operation has been maintained between FederalGovernment agencies, notably the Department of Veterans Affaiaand the universities, in making possible the large-scale progof veterans' education undertaken by the Government. Recentlithe hope has been expressed by responsible university adminialthat an arrangement might be worked out by which the FederalGovernment could assist in the expansion and secure establisbof institutions of higher learning throughout the country.The need for and the acceptability of such an arrangement werEstated in representations made to the Royal Commission on NatiDevelopment in the Arts, Letters and Sciences during its heari1949-50. The Chairman of this Commission, Mr. Vincent Massey,is also Chancellor of the University of Toronto. The PrimeMinister, Mr. L.S. St. Laurent, on the occasion of his receivithe degree of Doctor of Laws honoris causa) from the Universiof Toronto on October 27, 195«, spo e o t e universities inCanada as follows:
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